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Our 296th Issue

Sunday, March 12, at 1 :45 pm . This issue is a bit tardy but we hope to publish our
March issue before the first week in April, so please hasten to send us ads and articles for
that issue . We are very much in short supply of good publishable articles .
Together with this issue we are enclosing the Index to articles in Volume 25, the issues
of 1971 . This index is always only partial, but at least it helps to locate important articles
in later years as you browse through back issues of THE FARE BOX .
We are pleased to report that the efficient police of Clinton, Conn ., recovered the
entire token collection of Richard K . Atkins, which we reported stolen last month . The young
thieves, realizing that transportation tokens simply cannot be peddled through the ordinary
channels used by thieves, threw the whole collection into a lake . It was in a trunk, lying on
the lake bottom, when recovered by the police . All the tokens were returned intact, albeit
soaking wet . The damage was minimal except to the fibre tokens, which of course suffer
from such treatment . We understand the thief was captured, but later escaped from jail .
In a letter to the Editor, Mr . Atkins addresses some advice to all AVA members : "Don't let
yourself get complacent about your home and your possessions, and especially irreplaceable
ones like one's collection . Finding our for ourselves just what vicious, nasty and rotten people there are in the world can be an awfully wracking experience . "
R .L . Moore, who founded THE FARE BOX back in 1947, writes that he will be visiting
Mexico City this June for several weeks, and will be happy to look up information on tokens if
any member has any special requests . Describe your token exactly, and write him directly
at 338 Grand Ave ., Nogales, AZ 85621 .
Some time back Donald Punshon sent us a supply of 111150 AG, the big aluminum taxi
token from Chicago, which he asked us to sell at 50~ each and keep the proceeds for THE
FARE BOX . I soon ran out of them, but Don later sent another supply . This is the last of
them . But the Editor can supply Ill 150 AG to any AVA member who wants one now, at 50y
plus a stamped addressed envelope . All proceeds go to THE FARE BOX postage fund . Incidentally, I still have a few of the Seattle AVA Convention tour tokens left, at $2 each +SAE .
People who like trolley cars will be seeing more and more good news . Boston and
San Francisco are planning to place large orders for new streetcars, and Philadelphia may
join them . San Francisco will then sell some 20 old trolleys to El Paso for use on the international trolley line . The new ones may have to be manufactured in Germany!
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-February 1972= THE PRESIDENT'S COLUMN =

One of my hopes for this year has been to give greater recognition to our Life
Members . Too long we have taken for granted the loyalty of about 10% of the membership, whose faith in A .V .A . has prompted them to affiliate for life . As a beginning
step, and with major help from Secretary Donald Mazeau, we have now issued life member certificates for the first time .
It was my pleasure to design and print these blanks, while Don did the necessary
research and fill-ins . So far 75 of them have been put to use, dating back to our
first life members in 1960 and up to the present . Any member of that group who has
not received his certificate yet should notify me at once so that we can send a replacement copy . Of course there are also plenty of blanks on hand for future membership conversions . Should that possibly include you?
- Robeht M . Ritterband
* :exsw
= CALL FOR NOMINATIONS =
The A .V .A . By-Laws instruct the president to issue a call for officer nominations
in each February issue of this bulletin, which a deadline for response by April 30 .
The nominating period is hereby opened . Each of our present officers has shown a
willingness to serve at least one more year if reelected .
Any member with other nominations to nuke should notify Secretary Donald Mazeau
(Box 31 - Clinton, CT 06413) promptly by mail . The secretary is then required to
contact each nominee and secure his consent in writing to run for the designated office . This year you can save Pdazeauu much time and expense if you will determine in
advance that your candidate is interested in the position you have in mind . Too often
in the past our nominations have been one-sided affairs, with the prospect
declining to run when he discovered from The Fare Box that some friend had privately entered
his name .
There is a strong possibility this will be the last year that annual elections
are held . Ballots on the proposed "two year" amendment are arriving in strong volume,
to indicate much member interest in such change . At the time of this writing, no
ballots have been opened yet . The counting is to be done before 14zrch 10 by three
California members, with the results to be announced quickly thereafter .

*44ce
= JANUARY MEETING IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA =
The California Association of Token Collectors gathered for their first bimonthly meeting of 1972 on Sunday, January 16, at the home of Elaine Willahan in Los
Angeles . Fifteen members were present : Atwood, Carter, Crusen, Hawthorne, Kubach,
Lipshie, Miller, Ritterband, Roselinsky, Claire & Gordon Smith, Ken Smith, Ticknor,
Paul Thompson, and Willahan . Six family guests brought total turnout to 21, which is
about average for this group .
The only matter of business was a selection of officers for 1972 . Reelected
were Bob Ritterband, President ; Elaine Willahan, Secretary ; Andrew Crusen, Treasurer .
Paul Thompson is the new vice-president, while Bob Kubach continues as Past President .
As always most of the meet was devoted to token swapping, with scores of pieces
changing hands . An intended presentation of the Franklin Mint film "The Art of Minting," was necessarily postponed to the March 19 meeting, also to be at Mrs . Willahan's
home .
The officers are formulating plans now for an observance of the club's 15th anniversary this summer, with details to be announced soon . The CATC is one of the oldest
and most active regional clubs of vecturists in the nation .
- RNIR
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-February 1972SCRAP METAL FROM TOKEN MANUFACTURERS =
By Ralph Freiberg

Every now and then token manufacturers have run into mistakes in making tokens,
and also submit tokens as patterns which are never ordered . We just have now a case
of a manufacturer struck tokens with a mistake in spelling on them . Rather than destroy these tokens, they were sold by the manufacturer to a so-called scrap metal
dealer, who then proceeded to sell them as legitimate tokens . In this particular
case we know all about them and the token will not be listed .
In another case the error was noted by the person who ordered them, and rather
than return them he decided to place them into use in spite of the error, along with
another batch on which the error had been corrected . As both were actually put into
use, both will be listed .
We have a note under Pa 985 C showing than an error was made, but that the tokens
were used anyway because of a pressing need, until corrected tokens arrived from the
manufacturer . This use of notes beneath listings thus aids us in understanding why
certain error tokens are listed, and why others are not .
We also have a note under Philippines 500 D that the token was made but never
used . In this case any tokens in the hands of collectors somehow got out of possession of the company without their permission .
We also have a note about a token under NY 629 K, referring to an error . Nothing
definite has ever reached me letting me know how these error tokens ever got out .
That is, did they come from the token manufacturer's stock, or directly from the company that had ordered them?
We also have had one of the larger token manufacturers go out of business, and
many of their so-called samples have gotten into the hands of some collectors . Every
now and then one of these may show up and someone demand that it be listed--but he
always refrains from giving details of how he got it, as if he has something to hide
(which often he does)--that then he will cry to others that he is being discriminated
against because we don't rush in and list every round piece of metal reported to us
with some obscure inscription, which "some dealer was told" was used for transportation .
So if anyone has a token that should be listed, why hide the facts of where you
obtained it, or how? We must have this information, to verify authenticity . If requested, we'll keep it confidential for you . But we simply cannot list tokens only
on hearsay .

= THE BURNS TRANSPORTATION COMPANY : OREGON 120 A =
By Frank Kelley
This company was incorporated December 9, 1929, by Henry Logan and others, and
25,000 shares of stock were offered at $1 a share . The company was formed to transport commodities and people in Harney County . An old Chevrolet panel was purchased
from the local auto dealer in Burns, Mr . C .R . Bennett, and his body man installed
wooden benches in the truck, facing each other, and they could haul ten to twelve
passengers . The vehicle served as a round-trip bus to the local lumber mill at
Hinds, a distance of about three miles . Round trip fare was 25t, and the token was
used for the return portion of the trip .
This company also issued a special token for another trip to Bend, but so far I
have been unable to find any of them, so it has never been listed .
I have also been told of three tokens which were used on a stage line from
Ashland to Jacksonville, Oregon . Haven't found any of these, either, but am working
on it .

NEVA--North East Vecturist Assn .--has been forced to cancel their March meeting, which
joint venture with the Philadelphia group . They lost their meeting place .
that a new place will be found for the May meeting, and that the Philadelphia collectors will be able to come up for that one .

was to be a
It is hoped
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-February 1972= INTRODUCING ROICE RIDER, A .V .A . #425-=
By Arlene L . Raskin

Roice resides at 1523 Bailey Street in Lansing, Mich . He is 73 years young .
Roice is a man who has many interests which run the gamut from transportation token
~„
collecting to painting . I first became acquainted with him in June, 1971 . He had
written a most interesting article in a periodical on the merits of being a transportation token collector . At that point I had been thinking of abandoning my hobby
of collecting U .S . coinage, so I wrote Roice a letter wanting to know more about this
growing new field, and you might say that he lured me into joining the A .V .A . I
thoroughly enjoy my new hobby, and am gratefull to Roice for introducing me to this
field, and also for indirectly introducing me to the new friends I have made .
For the past several years Roice has been confined for the most part to his home
in Lansing . His life has hung in the balance several times due to a severe heart ailment, and as of today he owes his life to two wonderful doctors who performed surgery
on him, and then inserted a pacemaker to keep him going . Up until the time Roice had
his operation his weight had dwindled down to 85 pounds, but now he has regained most
of his weight and is up to about 155 pounds . Even though Roice has been so terribly
ill for the past several years, he has still found the time and energy to introduce
many people to our hobby, and as a result quite a few members of the AVA are indebted
to him . He is the type of man who cares about people, and when he sponsored me he
was, and always has been, available for any information, questions, etc ., that I've
had as a comparative newcomer to the AVA . He has generously sent me transportation
tokens, free :of cost, and has been a wonderful friend .
A few weeks ago I received a letter from Roice, one of many since I have become
acquainted with him . After reading this particular letter I felt quite disgusted and
puzzled, and I feel that the membership should know why I felt as I did, and still do
even today . I'm quite sure that the officers and many members of the AVA are well
aware of the fact that Roice has lured many, many members into our organization . He
was able to do this at no small expense to himself . The cost of advertising and postage which was incurred by him was not inexpensive . He has spent quite a bit of money
out of his own pocket, to try to enlarge our membership . This next point, I found to
be astonishing! Roice has told me that even when he had potential members ready to
apply for membership he was lucky to receive even one application blank at a time .
Did this stop him? Indeed, nol He had his own application blanks made up, again at
his own expense! Roice has made several suggestions to help boost the membership,
but all information sent in was ignored, and all his efforts seem to have gone down
the drain .
As a result of everything I have described regarding Roice's experiences with
the AVA it should come as no surprise to anyone that he is now contemplating resigning from our organization . I feel, and I'm sure others will agree after reading about
this wonderful man, that we cannot afford to lose a person such as Roice . He certainly
has earned the honor and respect of being described as a great asset to AVA, and if he
should resign it will be a great loss to our organization . The very least we, the
membership and officers can do, is to give him the recognition he well deserves . It
is long past due, but as they say, "Better lata than never ."
I hope those members whom Roice has sponsored will contact me at 1119 Ocean Parkway - Brooklyn, NY 11230 .

= AUCTION MATERIAL SOUGHT FOR CHICAGO CONVENTION =
There will be a big floor auction sale at the A .V .A . Annual Convention, to be
held next August in Chicago . Material for this auction often brings very high prices,
and members may submit tokens for this auction by sending them (by registered or insured mail, preferably) to the following address :
UVC, c/o Joel J . Reznick

P .O . Box 299
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-Page 23= FROM THE NEW VICE-PRESIDENT =

An open letter to the Executive Board and members of the A .V .A . :
Let me take this opportunity to thank you all for the gratifying "vote of confidence ." As your new vice-president I shall make every effort to fulfill the duties
of this office . If I can be of any help to anyone in our grand organization please
let me hear from you!
- Syd Joeeph
:rrxs
= NEW FINDS =
The only census token reported during the past month is Wash 230 B . John Nicolosi picked up this very rare token from Des Moines, Wash .
Alan Weighell obtained an interesting token which is hardly a census token, but
which I shall mention here to flesh out the New Finds department . In the June 1971
issue of THE FARE BOX a new toll bridge token was reported from the Bahamas . So Alan
Weighell asked an acquaintance, who works in the Holiday Inn on Paradise Island in the
Bahamas, to send him one of the tokens . The person did send Mr . Weighell a Paradise
Island token, but it's somewhat different from the earlier one reported . The new token is brass, 25mm, solid, simply inscribed with a large letter "B" on each side, and
nothing else . The token is also quite thick, being 2mm thick . Ken Smith hesitates
to list it without more verification that it is exclusively a toll bridge token, but
this is what it appears to be . Anyone going down there would be of great assistance
if he would check up on these tokens for us .

= GERMAN SPIELMARKEN =
In the December Fare Box an interesting token owned by Mr . Wilcox was described,
and we acknowledged we didn't know what it it . Comes now a letter from F .J . Bingen
of Holland . As Mr . Bingen writes :
"Mr . Wilcox's token described in the December FARE BOX is surely one of the German spielmarken (i .e ., play money) . The only relation these tokens have to transport
is the picture on them . They were made by either Lauer, Arld, Mayer, or any of the
other German token makers (there were quite a lot of these) . L . Chr . Lauer mostly
put his name in full, or LAUER, or L, on his tokens . The tokens were made in several
metals, mostly brass and in wartime zinc, but they also exist in bronze ."
On Mr . Bingen's letter were rubbings of several such tokens, with pictures on
them of old fashioned locomotives, automobiles, trolley cars, and even what appears
to be an ancient type of balloon!
a**an
Chriss Christensen writes in to remind members, or rather to warn them, about
sets of reprints of old Massachusetts horsecar tickets now being offered . These are
printed on white cardboard from the original printer's cuts, and this large card is
being offered in Nevada for $15 .00, an amount which would be very high even if the
tickets were originals, which they decidedly are not . The originals, most of which
are in the Editor's collection, are all in color . The reprints are in black & white .
But, in any case, horsecar tickets are not worth very much, simply because there is
very little market for them .

The City of Fort Worth, Tex ., is planning to buy Leonard's Subway there, and expand
it to the East Side of the City, and purchase more streetcars .
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-February 1972SECOND SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO FORD'S CATALOGUE OF CAR WASH TOKENS =
By . Harold V . Ford

CALIFORNIA :

Eureka 275
(Kelley)
SPARKLE CAR WASH EUREKA, CALIF . (INCUSE)
C B 25 Sd
(blank) (3 tokens need for a 75C car wash)
CALIFORNIA :

Fresno 300
(Album)
EZE SPRA CAR WASH 4519 VENTURA AVE . FRESNO, CALIF . (INCUSE)
B B 24 Sd
(blank) (12-sided)
CALIFORNIA :

Turlock 930
(Super)
KRO[•7N KAR WASH TURLOCK C,OOD FOR ONE CAR `.1ASH
B We 39 Sd
Wooden Nickel 1965 (Indian head)
CANADA, ALBERTA : Edmonton 250
(Stewart)
EVANS SHELL (INCUSE)
M B 24 Sd
(blank) (3 ears)
St . John's, Newfoundland 750
(Stewart & Ferguson)
KWIKI CAR WASH (INCUSE)
A B 25 Sd
(blank)
Ottawa, Ontario
A A 24 Sd

675
(Stewart)
BLUE LINE (incuse)(incuse crown, 2 ears protrude from token)
(blank)

MANUFACTURERS' STOCK CAR WASH TOKENS
201
(NiColosi)
. TOP INSERT (ARROW) A 1 (slot)
C
Z 29 Sd
B4 Cg (2 slots)
CHANGES AND ADDITIONS
Mont 660 B - add (vars .)
a . Indian faces right
b . Indian faces left
CAN ANYONE HELP OUT LOCATING THE CITY FOR THESE UNIDENTIFIED CAR WASH TOKENS?
1 . Sofspra Car Wash Lexington and Sprague N .E . Corner (probably No . Carolina)
2 . 11 & L Amoco 8300 N .W . 7th Ave (phone) PL9-9148
3 . Sofspra Car Wash Rt . 290 Manlius Crt Rd . Oot Park (probably N .Y . State)
4 . Roubieu Gulf Service 3101 Preston St . Ph . 637-9807
5 . Swift Car Wash North of Rt 109 516-4411 (phone not listed now ; probably L .I .,-N .Y .)
6 . The Quarter Wash (Sofspra) 811 South Prospect Ravenna (there are 6 Ravennas in US)
7 . U-P Shell Service 27th & Bridgeport way
8 . Sofspra Car Wash Venice Road Across From Bargain Fair (probably Mich .)
9 . Quebec Auto Washette Colfax at Quebec
The Eureka listing must be a tunnel car wash . The tokens are given out with gasoline purchases . Address not known .
Fresno, Calif ., returned my inquiry stating no mail box was available at this
address .
The Turlock listing has not been check out on location, so do not know if current
or obsolete .
The Canadian listings do not respond to my letters so I do not know if they are
current or obsolete .
Gerald Johnson located the owner of the Rice Lake, Wis ., car wash token reported
in the Dec . 1971 supplement . The owner will sell tokens to collectors . Write William
Olson - 207 Hatten Ave .,- Rice Lake, WI 54868 . Caution : don't send too much money ;
Gerald sent $1, received two . Harold •R ent 25C, received one .
Please report new issues and unidentified . information to;,
HAROLD V . FORD
6641 SARONI DRIVE
OAKLAND, CA 94611
free download from: www.vecturist.com

-Page 25-February 1972= FEBRUARY SUPPLEMENT TO THE CATALOGUE OF WORLD TRANSPORTATION TOKENS =
By Kenneth E . Smith
NORWAY

'Alesund
A o K

(All reported by F .J . Bingen and A .C . Hazevoet, from the book Myntgravplr
Ivan Throndsens Medaljer, Jetonger og Merker by R . St$ren and H . Hoist .
30 (formerly spelled Aalesund)
HESOY FAERGEN AALESUND (ferry token to Hesoy)
(seal of C .C . Sporrong and Co .)(26x20mm)
Ov Sd

Arendal
E o
F o
ZAo
ZBo

B
B
Sv
Sv

$2 .50

60
20
Hx
20
Hx

FAERGEBAAD SKILSO - ARENDAL
(same as obverse)
"
(21mm)

Sd
Sd
Sd
Sd

(MOTOR FERRY)(issued in 1910)
2 .50
2 .50
pattern
pattern

n

n

Christiansund
ZAo Sv Ov Sd

(21mm)

180 (now called Kristiansund)
CHRISTIANSUNDS DAMPBAADSSAMLAG (BOAT)
5 Ore (27x2lmm)

pattern

Fredrikstad
A o S

320
FREDRIKSTAD FAERGEPT
Oc Sd
FF 4 (15mm)(a ferry token)

2 .00

LaksvAg 500 (now a suburb of Bergen)
L D F S (in monogram script)(used by Laksevaag Steam Ferry Co .)
A o B 21 Sd
5 Ore
B o B Oc Sd
5 Ore (24mm)
C o B Sq Sd
5 Ore (28mm)
D o B Sq Sd
3 Ore (children's token)
600 (formerly called Kristiania)
DAMPF . FRANNAES-SKJELLEBAEK-BIGDO
5 ORE
P o K 25 Sd
(blank)
DAMPFAERGEN FRAMNAES-SKJELLEBAEK-BYGDO 5 ORE
Q o K Ov Sd
(blank)(34x23mm)(used about 1897)
ASKER-ROKEN & HURUM D/S (manufactur name var .)
R o B 32 Sd
(blank)

2 .00
2 .00
2 .00
3 .00

Oslo

3 .50
4 .00
3 .50

Porsgrunn 640 (used on toll bridge, the Porsgrunn Bro)(issued in 1894)
P B (in monogram over 2 crossed oars)
(same as obverse)(16mm)(for passage of 1 person)
RAo WM Sq Sd
P B (in monogram over 2 oars and horseshoe)
RBo WM Ov Sd
(same as obverse)(for passage of a carriage)
Sandefjord
A o A Rt Sd
B o A Rt Ch

2 .50
3 .50

680
FRAIVINES HEKANISKE VERKSTED F .M .V .
(ferry boat)(for adults)
(ferry boat)(for children)

(21xl8mm)
2 .00
2 .00

Some time ago Foster Pollack reported the following token, which I listed from Hamburg, Germany 390 T, on advice from Mr . Bingen . But in view of the Sandefjord tokens
More information is needed on this .
listed above, this could be a Norway 680 token .

o A Hx Pc

F .M .V .
(ferry boat)(18mm)

KENNETH E . SMITH

-

328 AVENUE F
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-Page 26= FEBRUARY SUPPLEMENT TO ATWOOD'S CATALOGUE _
By Ralph Freiberg
COLORADO
Arapahoe East

A A

18 Sd

IOWA
Vinton

910

B o B
KANSAS
Abilene
A B
B B

(Reported by Clarence Svmes)
HOTEL / TAXIES / TEL . / 144-169-546
Oc Sd
Any Time / Taxis / Any Place (19mm)

$0 .25

3 .50

10

(Reported by New Issues Service)
OLD ABILENE TOWN STAGE LINE ABILINE, KANSAS
32 Sd
Good For One Stagecoach Ride Old Abilene Town (*2/72) (error]
OLD ABILENE TOWN STAGE LINE ABILENE, KANSAS
32 Sd
Good For One Stagecoach Ride Old Abilene Town (*2/72)

Neodesha 680
11 o A 35 Sd
NEW YORK
Syracuse 875
T Bz 23 S
OHIO
Toledo

30 (Reported by R .K . Frisbee) [town is west of Denver on 1-70)
AE (letters on label pasted on center of Austrian 2 groschen
coin)
(Austrian coin design)(* 2/1/72)

860

Q Pg Oc Sd

(Reported by Marie A . Johnson to John Coffee)
(OBVERSE SAME DIE AS 680 A)
(reverse sane as 680 A)

(Reported by Thomas F . Williamson)
(OBVERSE SAME AS 875 R)
(like R, but W14-plated)(* 1/17/72)

(Reported by John Bartunek)
ST . PAT'S SCHOOL BUS
(blank)(23mm)(white letters)

PENNSYLVANIA
Milmont Park 630 (Reported by J .V . Pernicano)
C
Pa 38 Sd
(blank)
[630 A,B,C, all have white letters on obverse]

.35
.35

7 .50

.15

.15

.25

TENNESSEE
Bristol 75
L

(Reported by H . Reidling)
CITY BUS SYS . BRISTOL, VA .-TENN .
(BUS)
132 16 Bl
Good ror One Fare (bus) (2 slots)(* 1971- )

VIRGINIA
Bristol 160
A B 16 Sd

(Reported by H . Reidling)
BRISTOL, VIRGINIA BUS LINES (BUS, type 3)
Good For One Medicaid Fare (bus)(* 1971- )

WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Dells 970 (Reported by New Issues Service)
RIVERSIDE AND GREAT NORTHERN RY . WISCONSIN DELLS WISCONSIN
B 32 Sd
Riverside & Great Northern Railway One Adult Fare
(* 1/72- )
B A 32 Sd
"
One Child Fare
"
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-February 1972UNIDENTIFIED
(Reported by David Schenkman)
GOOD FOR ONE FARE RED BUS LINE
123 B 29 Sd
(blank) (obverse letters incuse)

-Page 27-

CANADA-NOVA SCOTIA
Patterns 998 (Reported by Hector Turgeon)
A TIM 24 Sd
(Same as 100 M but white metal, and thick token)

= NOTES BY RALPH FREIBERG =
This month we are listing rather a strange token . With all the skiing in Austria, someone got the idea of bringing home a lot of Austrian coins and converting
them into tokens for ski lifts at Arapahoe East . We are departing from the usual
procedure of listing a token from the nearest city in the postal directory, as there
could be a couple of cities to be considered in this case . Mail is addressed to Arapahoe East, Box 94, Rt 3, Golden, CO 80401 . But the phone numbers are listed in the
Denver phone book . They have a downtown office and also a phone listed as Ski Area,
Grapevine Road off Interstate 70 . Anyway, the tokens went on sale January 1, 1972,
and sold in any gyantity at 204 each . As lifts are being continuously used, it nay
be rather difficult to put out change each time one takes the lift, especially as
often one wears gloves while skiing . One token is required to ride the Poma Lift
(a T-bar lift), and 2 tokens to ride the chair lift . The coins are cheap 2 groschen
coins, probably a lot cheaper than having special tokens struck .
Next we have a taxi token of Vinton, Ia . Clarence Svmes sent a letter to John
Coffee in which he stated that Lewis Ferguson did research on this token, and in the
1929-31 telephone directories of Vinton, he came up with addresses of the phone numbers listed on the token : 144 being the Cato Sells Hotek, now called the Vinton Hotel ; 169 was Bert Hall, and 546 was for Albert Cook . Mr . Ferguson heard from Dolores
Hall, a daughter of Bert Hall under 'those name one of the phones was listed . She said
the tokens were sold at a discount if several were purchased at one time, and that
the tokens were largely used by teachers at the Iowa School for the Blind, which was
some distance from the train station .
Tokens had been made for a stagecoach ride in Old Abilene Town, but when the
tokens arrived it was noted that there was an error in spelling . However the operator of the ride, Mr . Harvard J . Goodrich, Box 438, Abilene, KS 67410, said he would
use the error tokens along with another batch which came through with the correct
spelling on them . Since, in this case, the error token has been accepted and is being officially used, we list it .
When a facility refuses to accept a token with an error on it, the error-tokens
are returned to the manufacturer and replaced . However, the trouble is that the manufacturer then generally sells the bad tokens for scrap, and they usually end up
being peddled to collectors, sometimes even as rarities! A case in point is a token
which resembles Calif 805 B, but which was returned to the manufacturer because it
has an error on it . Such tokens will not be listed, although we shall carry a footnote about them to acknowledge their existence . In the case of Cal 805 B, the whole
quantity came into the hands of a reputable collector who is selling then at a nominal
cost, fortunately .
The St . Pat's School is on Heatherdowns Blvd . in Toledo, and their supply of tokens is running short . They sell a week's supply of tokens at a time to students at
10 for a dollar .
We also have never been able to get a supply of Our Lady of Peace School tokens .
The one we list this month is 38mm instead of the smaller size of their older tokens .
The Neodesha depotel is exactly like the 680 A, even including a double letter in
the die, but in aluminum . It was found by someone going over an area with a metal
detector, who then dug it up out of the ground .
We are listing a children's token from Syracuse, which is plated . They took all
the 875 R and WM-plated them . They also took their 16mm tokens and brass-plated
them, although newspaper accounts refer to it as a "green" plating . We expect to have
a supply of the adult tokens, too, for the New Issues Service . CENTRO, Central New
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1972 . So be patient and we'll have more information on these plated tokens later
We have been trying for some time to obtain a supply of the new issues from
Bristol, Tenn . We previously listed some Tennessee tokens, and now we have another,
this time from Bristol . Hank Reidling states that the fare in Bristol is 35C, with
tokens selling possibly at 4 for $1 . The company says they "don't know" if they'll
have enough tokens to Supply the New Issues Service, and we haven't heard anything
. Transit
since then . So this one we may not be able to suPply through the N .I .S
operations there are no longer under Yellow Bus Lines . The system is now owned by
the City . They are still, however, still using Tenn 75 K for school fare .
There are two Bristols--one in Virginia ; one in Tennessee . The Welfare Office
of the State of Virginia, it seems, decided to have some bus tokens made, but did not
consult with the bus company about the wording, so they imply a different bus line,
although it is not different . These tokens are given to welfare patients by the Welfare Office in Bristol, Va ., so in a sense they belong to the welfare office and not
the bus line . When they are used they are supposed to be returned to the welfare office by the bus company . This token looks impossible to get for N .I .S . About the
only way to get one would be to-find a welfare recipient who was given a token, and
buy it from him . . . something rather difficult unless you live in Bristol .
We are also listing a couple of amusement ride tokens from Wisconsin Dells . The
ride uses a 15" gauge engine manufactured by Stanley Light Railway Equipment Works .
Rides are 600 for adults and 3S' for children .
Hector Turgeon wrote to Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, and was sent a token by them
which we must consider a pattern . A second letter to the company says they only
had three of them, and sent him one and want to keep the other two, so no use trying
to get any out of them . The token is thicker than the norman Wt4 tokens . And as WM
is much heavier than aluminum, and tokens are sold 20 at a time, the company decided
to use the lighter aluminum for their regular tokens .
Les Hawthorn sent a letter to John Coffee wherein he wonders if the Unidentified
token #113 with T .P .R . on it might be from the Tamaqua & Pottsville Electric Railway
which existed from 1894 to 1896 . This is only a guess, though .
A letter from Hank Reidling informs us that there is no bus line at Fort Smith,
Ark . He also learned in Hot Springs, Ark ., that the local bus company had planned to
use school tokens at 2 for 25C, but when he learned what it cost to make tokens, he
dropped the plan and simply uses a straight 15C fare for school kids . He later was
able to buy 1000 of the older adult tokens from a lady, and punched out the centers
of them, but since then these have all been melted down .
We also understand there's a new issue from Granby, Quebec, but our inquiry has
so far not been answered, no doubt because of the language problem : they speak
French in Granby .

FEBRUARY NEW ISSUES SERVICE REPORT =
By John G . Nicolosi
Another unusual First coming to you this month, a ski lift token, unusual in
that it's an Austrian coin turned into a token by having a label pasted on it . The
label has "AE" on it, for Arapahoe East . Thanks to Toby Frisbee for making a longdistance call telling us about these, and for obtaining a supply for us .
Two more miniature railway tokens, and two more tourist stage line tokens, will
be sent to you this month .
As soon as I receive the foreign tokens listed in the January Fare Box I'll send
these on to those of you who collect foreign .
All members will receive the 5 tokens in this month's shipment, unless your account is too low . We are getting about $2 worth a month now, so I must insist that
your account in N .I .S . stay above $2 . Please save me a lot of work : don't send less
than $5 at a time--when you send $1 or $2 at a time it's just too darn much work!
Welcome this month to T .R . Masuda of Newcastle, N .B . to regular membership .
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MAIL BID : Cal 450 D, 575 A (8 window ; fair) ; Alas 900 B ; Iowa 703 A ; Minn
540 D, 790
A ; Neb 305 C D, 540 P (holed) ; Ore 160 J ; SD 260 A B, 370 A, 680 A B, 840 F ;
Ky 10
KP . =George Niederauer
Miller, SD57362
TRADE ONLY : Ala 40 A ; Cal 760 J, 575 Ab ; III 250 K thru N (set) ; Ky 510 0 ; Neb 305 A
thru D (set) ; Ohio 10 M ; Pa 15 F . Need U .S . horsecars, omnibus, buggy etc . TT's .
Arlen e Raskin
=
1119 Ocean Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11230
WILL SELL : NY 410 B or 410 C (which was offered by New Issues Service in 1971) for
302 ; NY 780 H, all copper-platting worn off, or 780 J for 402 +SAE . ALSO : special
to beginning collectors : 7 diff . TT's for $1, or 15 diff . for $2 +SAE . Have trade
list too, of interest to intermediate collectors .
R .L . La Belle
149 Ontario St .
Phelps, NY 14532
TRADE MICH 1000 A (3 ea), 370 B (4 ea) Send your list of $1 tokens to trade . Sorry
only had 3 Mich . 60 E's and they didn't go around to the 20 who asked for it .
Still
have the Germany tokens ; see Oct . 1971 Fare Box .
Gerald Perkins
1073 Barberry Dr .
Battle Creek, MI 49015
FOR SALE : at double catalog, Ky 640 A ; Neb 700 I ; Pa 495 I L P, 725 K ; Wash 80 I .
Mass 135 D 552 ; Mich 375 A 352 ; Pa 495 J $1 ; Pa 525 G 1200 ; RI 520 1 $1 .25, 700 F
302, all +SAE . = H .J . Turgeon
143 Harrison Ave .
Warwick, RI 02888
WANTED : TELEPHONE TOKENS slotted, cutout, drop in slot, ring me up, by Goetz etc .
Also coins encased in an advertisement, or good luck, keem me and never be broke, etc .
Send rubbing & price .
Larry Freeman
Parma, OH 44134
2427 Torrinqton Ave .
DESPERATELY NEED N .M . 810 C -- will either buy or trade for it -- just let me know
"if available ." Also need one variety of Colo 260 C to complete this series . Please
send rubbing of your token--if it's the one I need I'll replace it and will give Colo
260 N as a bonus . = Syd Joseph
870 So . Hudson
Denver, CO 80222
MY SCARCE WOODEN DOLLAR, Ray's Auto Wash, Portland, Ore . 2 trades available . Need
several Oregon transp . tokens .
Harbor, OR 97415
Frank Kelley
Box 2515
Especially want rare issues .
WANTED :
SOUTH CAROLINA TRANSP . & PARKING TOKENS .
Camden, SC 29020
Austin M . Sheheen, Jr .
Box 428
ILL 430 B - have only one so it goes to the best offer .
West Hartford, CT 06119
Morton H . Dawson
182 Whitinq Lane
CAN ANYONE HELP ME BY SUPPLYING THE FOLLOWING RECENTLY LISTED P .T . DIE VARIETIES :
Cal 3450 AB(a) ; Del 3900 B(d) ; Mass 3275 A(b) ; Minn 3280 A(a) ; Tex 3840 A(b) ; Utah
3750 A(b) . Trades available . Send want-list .
Oakland, CA 94611
Harold V . Ford
6641 Saroni Drive
FOR TRADE : I have 30 sets of NY 630 AQ, 631 C G H 0 - will trade for sorted TT's
from any state or states except N .Y . & N .J . Send your offer ; also have 631 C in
quantity for trades - on sortments .
Jamaica, NY 11434
Lester H . Betts
114-15 New York Blvd .
TRADE MY CAR WASH TOKEN FOR YOURS . Send up to 5 diff .
Westerly, RI 02891
Marvin E . Simon
7 Dixon St .
WANTED TO BUY : any store card of S .W . Chubbuck of Utica, N .Y ., and the recently reported Cal 70 A (see Jan . 1972 Fare Box) . Also want Nevada and California (Eastern
and Mother Lode counties) merchant tokens and pocket trade mirrors .
Carson City, NV 89701
Hal Dunn
Box 114
MY SET OF 5 NEW PERSONAL TOKENS (1076 B C D E F) for a 162-stamped addressed envelope
San Leandro, CA 94577
E .L . Tomberlin
P .O . Box 2295
MAIL BID : Ohio 175 Y Z, 745 D ; Ky 10 K P J ; Pa 950 A B H I J . Also have Ky 3150 A
Newport, KY 41071
for trade . = Stanley L . Buckley
23 18th Street
TICKET COLLECTORS : Scarsdale, NY, bus ticket for trade . Used by apartment commuters
to get to R .R . station . Trade 1 ticket for 1 TT that I need : NC 30 A B D, 130 B C D
E F G, 560 A B C ; Pa 10 A C D E, 175 A B, 305 C D E, or any Vermont or Maine . Send
1 token and SAE and I will return a ticket (or tickets) .
Rosemont, PA 19010
Stanley Heist
123 Buckinqham Drive
PA
15
F
(2
.50)
;
PA
320
A ($5) ; PA 495 J
AUCTION : IL 785 A ; IL 1000 C ; MD 300 A ($3) ;
;
and
Nurnberg Germany
(1 .50) ; OH 10 M ($3) ; PR 640 Cc (1 .50) ; Nova Scotia 200 A ($10)
;
as
A
(752),
13
F (1 .50) ; 13 G
set of 45 TT's ($20) . FOR SALE : Mfr Samples 8 A *$1)
.
;
NY
630
Ua
Ub
Uc
Ue
at
$3
each
(1 .50), 17 B (502), C at $1, E at $1
Meriden, CT 06450
Paul Targonsky
23 Harrison St .
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HAVE A VERY SMALL QUANTITY FOR SALE : Ark 720 B, $1 .50, 720 C 402 ; La 490 A 402 ; Tenn
375 E 40t . Less than $1 stamp please . BUYING Ark 105 A B C, 190 A, 285 A B C, 405
A, 435 A B E F G, 450 A B C, 480 A B .C D E, 885 B C D',, 975 A B ; Dup . list exc .
Pine Bluff, AR 71601
2801 W . 27th
T .H . Robinson
.,
brass
18mm,
real
nice tokens, 25d
FOR SALE : BOUCHARD's TAVERN, New Bedford, Mass
each . Have plenty for all .
New Bedford, MA 02744
9271 Brock Ave .
Wilbur P . Kane
.
TT's
and
receive
back
the
same
amount
different
from yours .
SEND 10 to 50 DIFF
Sparks, NV 89431
Box 1153
Dan Rusnak
;
Md 60 I ; Mass
;
III
720
A
AUCTION : Conn 320 A slight rim damage ; III 150 Aa, 320 A
;
NY
630
Q,
695
A
slight
defect
in mfg ; Ohio
505 A ; Minn 540 A ; Mo 910 B I ; Neb 540 N
;
SD
260
B
.
440 B ; Pa 15 F, 320 A, 495 G, 725 D E, 965 D
Burlington, VT 05401
79 Pleasant Ave .
Bernie Weisburqh
:
Wash
340
D
at
$1
each
postpaid,
or
will
trade
for any Washington
FOR SALE OR TRADE
.
ALSO
FOR
SALE
Wyo
100
Aa
at
$12
each
postpaid
& insured .
trade token I can use
Seattle,
WA 98133
107th
'
Forrest Dunham
201 No .
WILL TRADE A COPY OF MY CHECKLIST AND ALBUM OF OFFICE OF PRICE ADMINISTRATION TOKENS
for any set () of the following : (10 TT's); (10 PT's), (7 car wash tokens), (5 encased coins), (5 elongateds), (5 merchant tokens), (5 aluminum cards or medals),
(2 heavy metal medals) .
J .W . Baum
Wichita, KS 67204
3113 N . Arkansas Ave .
STILL NEED CAL 320 A B C D . If you don't trade, send price . Could use 2 sets .
Hollywood, CA 90038
Sol Halpern
1236} N . Oranqe Dr .
WILL TRADE these 3 tokens in excellent condition for Pa 750 E : Kans 40 A, Ark 435 B ;
Me 480 A . . .or will trade for Pa 750 B M R or best cash offer .
Ed Dance
8627 Crispin Drive
Philadelphia, PA 19136
CENSUS TOKENS AUCTION : NY 890 B ; Wisc 880 B (holed) ; also Alas 300 H ; Ark 975 B ;
Conn 290 P ; Ill 795 D ; Ind 650 C ; Ky 510 AC ; Mo 430 C ; Mont 480 A ; Neb 420 A, 540 P ;
Ohio 440 C, 230 M .
James Millard
4004 S .E . 170th St .
Portland, OR 97236
FOR SALE : CLINTON, ONTARIO 185 A for $3 .00 . WANTED : All Canadian trade tokens, mirror cards, rare transp . tokens, medals and other collectors' items .
Art Baker
188 Deer Park Circle
London, Ontario
WANTED : Wash 780 S ; Cal 835 H ; Wash 780 U ; Pa 445 C ; NY .630 AR ; Cal 25 A, 105 A ;
Minn 540 AG ; Pa 750 AU ; Vt 150 B C D E F G, and AVA 10th Anniversary medal 1958 .
These are all special AVA tour or commemorative tokens . - Will buy or trade for them .
Jerry Bates
St . Charles, MO 63301
Box 777F
HAVE FOLLOWING SMALL COLLECTION of foreigh TT's : want to trade whole lot for scarce
U .S . TT's : Brazil 700 B (have 2) ; Chile 920 B ; Costa Rica 760 E ; Denmark 160 C ;
France 400 D (w/c/s), 600 G ; Germany 230 A (2 vars), 350 C, 390 P, 740 AS ; Mexico
540 B ; Neth 909 E ; Swed 240 FH FI ; Turkey 400 D RA (have 2) ; France Paris 25¢ "31
Dec 1921" ; and gold commem of German RR 1960 .
Dee D . Drell
683 B Kandle Ct .
Ft . Benninq, GA 31905
ATTENTION TEXAS COLLECTORS : I have available for trade the scarce Elite Saloon token of San Antonio (listed in Wright) . I need any of the better Latin American tokens
in particular Tex 531 B (Mexico 580 B) ; Mex 480 A ; Argentina 100 A B C ; Paraguay 80 A .
Donald N . Mazeau
Box 31
Clinton, CT 06413
BUYING SMALL COLLECTIONS & ACCUMULATIONS OF PARKING TOKENS .
Jack R . Smith
RR 1, Box 207
New Palestine, IN 46168
FOR TRADE, OR SELL, MINN 730 B at $4 ; C at $3 ; D at $2, or the 3 as a set $8 .50 .
I have many TT and PT to trade for what I need . I collect TT,PT, & Minn . trade tokens . = Gordon Wold
R #1, Box 189
Princeton, MN 55371
FOR SALE AT CATALOG :
England 80 Al, 90 AC AG, 115 BD, 150 BB CB, 230 BE, 240 S, 242
AN, 415 BF BG BH, 500 AH BB, 560 AQ AS, 685 AC BG CB CC CL CN CO CQ DE, 740 CA, 820
DD ; Scotland 420 CN ; Sweden 30 BD, 500 AD AE ; Brit . Columbia 800 A B C ; Nova Scotia
100 M ; Ontario 400 Ca Cb .
_Don McKelvey
2822 19th Ave .
Port Huron, MI 48060
REAL . FINE STARTER COLLECTION FOR SALE! 2,000 pieces, U .S . & Canadian TT's, all different, all identified by Atwood's 3rd edition catalogue numbers, In 2x2 holders or
envelopes . Varieties or foreign only if requested . Member AVA . over 7 years . References on request . A bargain at $1,025 .00 postpaid & insured,
John L . Trembley
Box 37
Marina, CA 93933
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AUCTION : Ohio 175 W Z, 440 E, 535 8, 995 C ; Minn 730 C ; Ky 10 K P ; Tenn 250 A ; III
475 A . = Frank P . Smolen
138 Carroll Ave .
Painesville, OH 44077
AUCTION : Alaska 50 C, 190 A, 300 C D E F G H, 450 0 E H I J K L, 800 A, 900 B ; Ariz
1000 A B C E G ; Cal 760 J ; Colo 600 A, 860 C ; III 420 A ; Ind 520 C ; Kan 40 D . Send
your want-list as I am breaking up a collection .
H .D . Conner
1604 Bluebonnet Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76111
FOR SALE AT CATALOG, plus appropriate postage : Cal 275 F, 700 A 8, 805 B ; Fla 620 A
B; Ore 270 A B, 475 A B ; Minn 865 A B ; Kan 10 A B ; Wis 970 A B ; Colorado ski lift
token ; Md 60 AR ; Wash 780 W ; RI 520 L ; MS group 101 A B E 251 each ; Cal 895 N 251 ;
Pa 263 A 251 ; NJ 165 H 601 ; Iran 760 J 601 ; England 240 R 400, S 251, also English
listed in Dec . Fare Box . Car wash & parking tokens to trade .
J .G . Nicolosi
Oakland, CA 94601
3002 Galindo Street
LAST CHANCE : Unfortunately, 4 years of postal and token price increases have caught
up with me . As of next issue I'll have to raise prices . But for this ad for AVA
members, I'll go the old prices one more month : 100 different TT's for $10 .50 ; 200
different $24 .00 ; 300 different $41 .50 .
Key Hayes
2589 Darwin Street
Hayward, CA 94545
WILL TRADE MY NEW PERSONAL TOKEN FOR YOURS, or will send you mine for SASE .
Lester G . Davis
Atlanta, GA 30342
4695 Lake Forrest Drive, N .E .
TRADING CIRCULATED WAR NICKELS (silver) for tokens I need : 2 for 1 for 151 tokens more for higher cataloguing tokens . Send list of your tokens for trade or send postage for copy of my want-list . TRADE NY 360 B for any personal token .
Sam Ruqqeri
North Bellmore, NY 11710
P .O . Box 561
MY TT TRADE LIST FOR YOURS, or your SAE . Also collecting and cataloguing Miss . &
La . trade tokens . What do you have?
Louis H . Crawford
P .O . Box E
Long Beach, MS 39560
WANTED : Miss 320 C, and Miss . and La . census tokens . Will buy or trade . Have many
TTs, PTs, trade tokens, saloon, for trade . TRADE Ga 630 A and B for tokens I can use .
Louis F . Crawford
Lonq Beach, MS 39560
P .O . Box E
LOOK NO FARTHER FOR A BUYER OF ALL OF YOUR duplicate Alaska TT's . Will send payment
same day as tokens received . Also buying Alaska trade tokens, Alaska paper history,
old Alaska books . Please write . All inquiries answered . Thank you .
W .E . Nickell
Juneau, AK 99801
4321 So . Franklin St .
FIVE FOR ONE : Send Fla 610 A B C D E F or 700 A B C D, receive five time Atwood in
foreign coins . Your choice if possible .
Miami FL 33138
A . Corson
Box 38-261
FOR SALE : Ky 10 K for 751, or 601 in silver coins . Also Ky 10 P at 451, or 351 in
silver coins + stamp .
Philadelphia, PA 19140
Hugh Raburn
4216 N . Darien St .
.,
merchant
trade tokens (5-25HAVE A FEW SETS of Cash & Carry Co ., Georgetown, Tex
50-$1) to trade for other Texas trade tokens, TTs, or military installation tokens .
Austin, TX 78746
E .M . Rice
212 Westhaven Drive
FOR SALE : COLO 260 P and Q at $1 each ; Ky 510 AK at 501 ; Mo 130 C at 501 . New Colo
30 A ski lift token, will sell at cost only to non-members of New Issues Service-201 each plus stamped envelope . NIS members will receive it from Nicolosi .
Denver, CO 80219
R .K . Frisbee
211 Kinq St .
WANTED : Florida TTs, PTs, and wooden nickels . Will buy or trade double catalog in
Mayport, FL 32267
foreign coins . = N .R . Mack
P .O . Box 6
WANTED : Idaho 100 F P, 380 A B, 440 A B C E G H 1, 520 A, 860 A . Buy or trade .
Lunenburq, MA 01462
George H . Wyatt
Skylark Lane
ENHANCE YOUR AVON BOTTLE collection . My 3 diff . wooden nickels from Avon Park, Fla .
issued in 1964 . Your 6 diff . TTs or PTs . My brass personal token worth 251 in
trade, for your SASE .
P .O . Box 445
Wheatland, CA 95692
= Bill Williges
WANTED : Ark 105 A, 190 A, 285 A B C, 450 A C, 480 A B C ; Colo 60 C, 140 A C, 340 C,
460 A B C D, 620 8, 640 A B .
J .H . Roy
Montreal 359, Quebec
10201 Christophe Colomb
MY ILL 460 B for best offer in New Jersey I need, or cash . My TT or 21 newspaper
token for your token with city/state or school P .T . SAE on trades .
North Arlington, NJ 07032
Donald Noe
1 Second Street
-
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Particularly
need pieces
'
or
paper
scrip
TO
PURCHASE
-coal
.
mine
tokens
.
.metal
WANT
from any state west of the Mississippi .
Williamsburq, VA 23185
201 TAM-O-Shanter Blvd ., Apt . 24B
Don Edkins
TRADE MY KY 10 H K P for tokens of equal value or sell 10 H for 251, 10 P for 40¢,
10 K for 751 silver .or-611 3 for $1 .25"silver or $1 .50 cash, +SAE . Also for trade
..or,
SC 3100 B or 3700 A for any o ther . PT +SAE .
Beaufort, SC 29902
2614 Legare St .
Joe F . Studebaker Jr .
A COLLECTION of 60 old Co-operative Trade tokens (metal, vulcanite & celluloid) .
Includes many rare Scottish items . For sale at $35 .00 O .N .O . postpaid ship mail .
Detailed list available .
Manchester M34/5SY, ENGLAND
Donald Capper
14 Acresfield Ave ., Audenshaw
PARKING TOKENS FOR SALE : Pa 3510 A at $2 each . Buyers will receive free I new PT
used by State Bank of N .E . Penna ., Kingston, Pa . Nice Parcoa Gate token . Please-have no extra pieces of new token for sale or trade .
Scranton, PA 18504
R . De Santis
108 N . Main Ave .
:
Alberta
140 A B C D E ;
MAIL BID SALE OF CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION TOKEN COLLECTION
Brit . Col . 450 A thru E, 450 B E, 625 B, 650 A, 700 A B Ca, 800 A B C, 850 A B C, 900
A ; Manit . 200 B, 900 B, 900 B(pattern or counterfeit, nice unc .) ; N .B . 750 A ; N .S .
100 A, 100 B thru L, M, 200 B C, 350 A B, 450 A, 850 A(w/center hole as made), 850 8 .
(solid), C D E G ; Ont 125 A, 200 A, 325 A C, 400 A Ca Ca(var .) Cb Cb(var .) D E F, 475
B(unc .), 555 A B, 565 A, 675 A F G H Ja Jb, 700 C D, 725 D, 750 A, 825 Aa Ab, 850 A,
885 A, 900 A B C, 900 C blank planchet, D E, 998 B(5 struck), F GI, 999 C(unc .) ;
Que 60 A, 100 Aa Ab B, 120 A Ba Bb C, 150 A B C D, 190 A B, 200 Aa B, 345 A(inlay
missing), Db G(9 vars in this lot), H 1(3 vars .), 345 J thru P, 360 A B C D E F G,
460 A, 620 M(AU condition, MB $65 .00) 620 Q S W X Y AB ABa ABb ABC ABd ABe, AD AE,
745 H thru 0, 750 A B C, 780 A B, 800 A thru J, K L M Na Nb, 825 A B(2 vars .), 850 A
B C D E F G G(error piece) H, 870 Aa Ab(2 vars .) B C C(centerpiece only), 870 E G,
925 A B C, 950 A B C, 970 Aa Ab Ac Ad, 998 1(3 pieces struck), 998 0 (2 pieces struck)
Que 745 K(pattern piece in lead, 2 pcs known), 999 A ; Sask 700 A, 800 A ; timetable C
(AU condition) .
SALE WILL CLOSE 15 DAYS AFTER YOUR RECEIPT OF THIS FARE BOX .
Don Edkins
201 TAM-O-Shanter Blvd ., Apt . 24B
Williamsburg, VA 23185
+
= ALL AUCTIONS IN THIS ISSUE CLOSE APRIL 4 =

= APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP =
1317 JOE EMMONS - 910 RALEIGH ROAD - ANDERSON, INDIANA 46012
Age 60 ; Public Relations . Collects U .S ., Parking .
(Cob6ee)
1318 MICHAEL PAINTER - BOX 163, ADELAIDE ST . STA . - TORONTO 1, ONTARIO
Age 34 ; Accountant . Collects U .S ., Canada, Foreign .
(B .R . Rogeu )
1319 DONALD L . DIETZEL - CENTRAL AVENUE - AVIS, PENNSYLVANIA 17721
Age 30 ; Seedsman . Collects U .S .
(Cob6ee)
1320 BRAD E . SMITH - 3575 SOUTH 87th STREET - MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53228
Age 25 ; Railroad shop engineer . Collects U .S .
(Cobbee)
.1321 ANDY C . ANDERSON - BOX 30176, LOWRY STA . - LOWRY AFB, COLORADO 80230
Age 57 ; Government Employee . Collects U .S .
(Syd Jobeph)
1322 WILLIAM COLEMAN - BOX 88724, TUKWILA BRANCH - SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98188
Age 27 ; Juvenile Officer . Collects U .S ., Canada .
(Heppnek)
REINSTATEMENT TO MEMBERSHIP
460 Jack E . Carman - 123 W . Hively Ave ., Apt . A-4 - Elkhart, Indiana 46514
CHANGE OF ADDRESS

•
•
•
*

Judith A . Burns
Lester G . Davis
Donald Edkins Lucie F . Rhodes

(* indicates contribution to Address Plate Fund)
- 3416 N .W . 25th Street - Oklahoma City, OK 73107
- 4695 Lake Forrest Dr ., N .E . - Atlanta, Georgia 30342 [new zip]
201 Tam-O-Shanter Blvd ., Apt . 24B - Williamsburg, VA 23185
- 1557 Jackson Street, Apt . 111 - Oakland, CA 94612
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